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more valuable than mere factual information. Currently, the only
way to obtain this kind of information is through individual
interactions with friends or colleagues[1], either through offline
communication or via messages manually posted on social
networking platforms. However, the emergence of the
crowdsourcing paradigm, consisting of “asking the crowds” [2],
could introduce a significant change to search behavior.
Substantial research work has addressed crowdsourcing from
different perspectives and within various communities, including
information retrieval [3], databases [4-6], artificial intelligence,
social sciences, and so on. Industry is heavily moving toward
crowdsourcing, as demonstrated by the high number of new startups that exploit crowdsourcing, social networking, social
participation, humans as sensors, and other variants of this trend.

ABSTRACT
Web users are increasingly relying on social interaction to
complete and validate the results of their search activities. While
search systems are superior machines to get world-wide
information, the opinions collected within friends and expert/local
communities can ultimately determine our decisions: human
curiosity and creativity is often capable of going much beyond the
capabilities of search systems in scouting “interesting” results, or
suggesting new, unexpected search directions. Such personalized
interaction occurs in most times aside of the search systems and
processes, possibly instrumented and mediated by a social
network; when such interaction is completed and users resort to
the use of search systems, they do it through new queries, loosely
related to the previous search or to the social interaction.
In this paper we propose CrowdSearcher, a novel search paradigm
that embodies crowds as first-class sources for the information
seeking process. CrowdSearcher aims at filling the gap between
generalized search systems, which operate upon world-wide
information - including facts and recommendations as crawled
and indexed by computerized systems – with social systems,
capable of interacting with real people, in real time, to capture
their opinions, suggestions, emotions. The technical contribution
of this paper is the discussion of a model and architecture for
integrating computerized search with human interaction, by
showing how search systems can drive and encapsulate social
systems. In particular we show how social platforms, such as
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, can be used for crowdsourcing
search-related tasks; we demonstrate our approach with several
prototypes and we report on our experiment upon real user
communities.

Crowdsourcing so far is not explicitly integrated with search.
People often make up their minds by combining results from
search engines, investigations on vertical portals, and opinions
gathered within their friends and trusted people circles [1], but
there is no systematic way of linking search results to
crowdsourcing. In this paper, we aim at closing the gap, by
introducing CrowdSearcher, a system architecture with associated
query and execution model that bridges conventional search
experiences to crowdsearching and social network exploitation –
a crowdsourced search activity.
The key aspect of the CrowdSearcher query model is a simple
form of data sharing between a conventional search engine and a
social engine; the two environments communicate through
selected items which are produced by the conventional engine and
proposed as the backbone of the crowdsearching activity. The
CrowdSearcher query model comprises a number of structured
queries over such shared data, which support the classical actions
of liking/disliking, tagging, expressing preferences, ranking,
inserting, deleting, correcting and so on, that on one hand can be
formally specified, and on the other hand are intuitively expressed
even by naïve users. Because of their nature, however, it may be
inappropriate to submit such activities to “random workers”;
therefore, a key aspect of crowdsearching is the possibility of
using social platform for selecting the “crowd”.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – Search process. H.5.4 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: Hypertext/ Hypermedia.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors.

Keywords

A CrowdSearcher query is routed to living users with human
reaction times and as such is perceived by a conventional search
engine as an asynchronous process; however, the results that are
possibly and eventually produced by a query have a structure, and
therefore can be fed again into a conventional search engine.
Therefore, the proposed model fits well in a context where search
is seen as a complex, long lived process [7] which may be longlasting and may involve users in a number of interactions – such
as buying a house or deciding a summer trip; such approach is
typically classified as exploratory search [8]. CrowdSearcher aims
at studying the way in which human computation, community
feedback, and crowd opinions can be integrated in exploratory
search for augmenting the answers to queries produced by purely
automatic information retrieval systems.

Exploratory search, Multi-domain search, Information Seeking,
Crowd sourcing, Social network, Search service, Search engine.

1. INTRODUCTION
Questions such as: “Which is the most romantic beach in the
Caribbean?”, or “Which is the most lively and trendy district in
London?”, which are preliminary to decisions for vacation or
housing selection, cannot be responded by automatic calculations
of any sort. In these and many other scenarios, professional- and
consumer- oriented, the human insight or opinion is considered as
Copyright is held by the International World Wide Web Conference
Committee (IW3C2). Distribution of these papers is limited to
classroom use, and personal use by others.
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This approach is inspired by various systems which have been
recently proposed for bridging data and human sources, such as
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CrowdDB [4], Turk [5] and DeCo [6]. There are, however,
significant differences. First, the crowd’s role in those systems is
essentially to be “data producer”, thereby allowing the filling of
tables or table columns in a system that seamlessly integrates
conventional and crowd sources. We believe that such a role
significantly limits the tasks that one would naturally assign to a
crowd – a typical one is to express sentiments such as like or
dislike. Moreover, we think that a seamless integration is
improper, as users normally must be aware of the actions which
lead to crowdsearching, and should imperatively dominate such
integration, by expressing its scope and limitations (including
temporal ones); therefore, we believe that using optimizers for
planning activities which interleave data and crowd sources,
although architecturally feasible, should not be advised. We also
believe that, although a user may need several crowdsearching
interactions to complete a task, every interaction should be simple
and focused. Therefore, in our model, simple crowdsearching
sessions are spawned by users from within possibly long and
complex conventional search sessions, and each crowdsearching
session is independent.

(e.g., a vertical search system for real estate, events, travels,
businesses), it interacts synchronously with data sources and
produces several solutions (e.g. house offers, concerts, itineraries,
restaurants, hotels). Users open the CrowdSearcher interaction by
selecting some of those objects and asking questions about them;
input selection and preparation is performed by the user with the
help of ad-hoc web applications or wrappers. In principle, even
the results produced by conventional search engines, such as
Google, could be used as input sources, although in such case the
user should build the input manually by extracting structured
information for each selected result item. As an alternative, the
user can immediately start with a human search step; in this case,
the query formulation and the inputs are directly provided by the
user. At the end of the CrowdSearcher interaction, results are
presented to the user; in some cases, results are presented in a
format that allows their acquisition by the search system, thereby
enabling a seamless continuation of the search process with
subsequent explorations; otherwise, data integration occurs in the
user’s brain, who can decide how to best operate on the initial
alternatives based on the feedback from the crowd.

One important design principle for CrowdSearcher is the
independence of queries from the crowdsearching engines. This
term denotes a broad class of solutions: simple queries could be
orchestrated even by using email and shared documents, e.g.
Google Tables. In this paper, we show that social platforms (such
as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter) can be used for crowdsearching
together with classic crowdsourcing systems (such as Amazon
Turk).

In our demonstrations, we use the Search Computing (SeCo)
framework, and specifically its Liquid Query interface [9], which
supports exploratory search upon generic data sources [10]. The
SeCo framework supports exploratory search natively and
produces at each exploratory step a tabular representation of the
best “combinations”; therefore, SeCo is an ideal environment for
supporting CrowdSearcher interactions, both to and from the
chosen crowdsearching engine. The SeCo query orchestrator has
been extended to support long-lived sessions, which can be
suspended when the CrowdSearcher query is issued, and resumed
when its results have been produced.

Therefore, we define the CrowdSearcher Query Language as a
mapping from an Input Model, including a dataset and structured
queries, to an Output Model, which is obtained by modifying the
dataset and by adding the answers to structured queries; the choice
of crowdsearching engine and the selection of the crowd is
performed by the user; some structured queries may not be
supported by given engines. When the user queries are too
complex for a specific crowdsearching task – e.g., the ordering of
collections of hundreds of items, or the extraction of the “best”
item from such large collections – they can be split into simpler
crowd queries, whose results are then composed; such a process is
transparent to the user.

This paper is organized as follows. The engine-independent
CrowdSearcher query language is defined in Section 2; then,
Section 3 describes several technological solutions for mapping
the CrowdSearcher query language to social platforms, and
Section 4 shows an architecture for exploratory search which
integrates the Search Computing platform with Facebook and
Doodle. Section 5 illustrates some experiments and shows that, in
the context of crowdsearching, social platforms have the potential
of outperforming work distribution platforms. We finally relate
crowdsearching to classical crowdsourch research and present our
conclusions.

2. CrowdSearcher QUERY LANGUAGE
We define a CrowdSearcher query as a transformation of an input
model into an output model, produced by crowdsearching or
social networking engines interacting with people in real time; a
mapping scheme selects the engines, the query representation for
each engine, and the resources that should be used by the engine
for answering the query. The model is very general so as to
include many kinds of queries; some transformations are not
supported by all engines, as discussed in the mapping scheme. In
most practical situations, however, queries will use a small subset
of the input model, thereby producing the output model through a
simple transformation and mapping.

2.1 Input Model

The input of a CrowdSearcher query QI is a triple <C,N,S> where
C is a data collection, N is a textual query expressed in natural
language, and S is a collection of structured queries. Every
component is optional. We next detail each component.

Fig. 1. Overview of the CrowdSearcher approach.
The corresponding high-level architecture is described in Fig. 1:
the user submits an initial query, which can be addressed either to
a traditional exploratory search system or to a human search
system. If the interaction starts on the conventional search system

•
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C is an initial data collection which is proposed to the crowd
for crowdsearching. For ease of description, we use the
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relational model, and therefore C is a collection of tuples;
card(C) denotes its cardinality. C is described by means of a
schema sch(C), which contains the name, type, and
constraints (e.g. NOT NULL) of C’s attributes. We also
assume that each tuple has an identifier TID. C can be sorted,
in which case an attribute POS indicates the position of each
tuple in the input sorting.
•
N is a natural language query that is presented to the crowd.
It can be mechanically generated, e.g. in relationship with
specific structured queries, or instead be written by the user
who starts the crowd search.
•
S is a collection of structured queries that are asked to the
crowd, relative to the collection C. Queries allow to express
preferences about the elements of C, to rank them, cluster
them, and change their content.
Preference queries correspond to typical social interactions (like,
dislike, comment, tag); the other structured queries abstract simple
and classical primitives of relational query languages which are
common in human computation and social computation activities.

Name:text, Email:text]). N=“please add name and email if
you attend the class and are not listed, and drop your name if
you decided not to attend”. The user issues the Insert and
Delete queries to all master’s students.

2.2 Output Model

The output of a CrowdSearcher query QO is a tuple <C’,S’> where
C’ is a data collection and S’ is a collection of structured answers.
It is produced by CrowdSearcher engines and delivered
asynchronously. C’ is the data collection which is returned to a
user after a crowdsearching task. The schema Sch(C’) is obtained
by adding to Sch(C) attributes which are used as slots for the
answers to the structured queries S in S’, i.e.:
•
•
•

A counter L of people whom like each tuple.
A counter D of people who disliked each tuple.
A score value S representing the average score given by
people to each tuple.
•
A list R of character strings of people who added N
recommendations to tuples.
•
A list T of terms (simple or compound words) of people who
tagged each tuple.
•
A tuple identifier POS if the users ordered the tuples.
•
A group identifier GID if the users clustered the tuples into
groups.
•
A group position GPOS if the users ordered the clusters
(GPOS is repeated for each tuple in the cluster).
Tuples of C’ are obtained from tuples of C after insertions,
deletions, and updates of tuples in S; S’ are the answers to the
queries S, placed within the appropriate slots – the new attributes
in Sch(C’).

The preference queries include:
•

Like query, counting the number of individuals who like
specific tuples of C.
•
Dislike query, counting the number of individuals who
dislike specific tuples of C.
•
Recommend
query,
asking
users
to
provide
recommendations about specific tuples of C.
•
Tag query, asking users to provide either global tags or tags
about specific attributes of C.
The rank queries include:
•

Score query, asking users to assign a score (in the 1..N
interval) to tuples of C.
•
Order query, asking users to order the (top N) tuples in C.
The cluster queries include:

The result in the 3 examples above could be as follows:
1.

•

Group query, asking users to cluster the tuples in C into (at
most N) distinct groups.
•
OrderGroup query, asking users to cluster the tuples in C
into (at most N) distinct groups and then order the (top M)
tuples in each group.
•
MergeGroup query, asking users to merge N sorted groups
producing a single ordering.
•
TopGroup query, asking users to cluster the tuples in C into
(at most N) distinct groups and then select the top element of
each group.
The modification queries include:

2.

3.

2.3 Mapping Model

•
•
•

Insert query, asking users to add tuples to C.
Delete query, asking users to delete tuples from C.
Correct queries, asking users to identify and possibly
correct errors in the tuples of C.
•
Connect query, asking users to match pairs of similar tuples.
We propose 3 examples.
1.

2.

3.

C’ is the set of players with the additional attribute Like
(then Sch(C’)=[TID Name:text, Photo:jpeg, Like: integer]
which stores the counts of people who liked the 10 players.
C’ is a list of 3 restaurants in Brera/Milan with Like and Tag
added
(then
Sch(C’)=[TID,
POS,
Name:text,
Address:coordinates, Photo:jpeg, Like:integer, Tags:
array(text)], POS contains the values (1,2,3), the Like
attribute contains the counts of people who liked each
restaurant, and the Tag attribute has an array of tags for each
restaurant.
C’ is the set of 105 students listed in a class, obtained from C
by inserting 8 students and deleting 3.

The mapping model specifies how given search engines can be
involved in producing the output of a given query Q. A Mapping
M of a query Q is a quintuple <E, G, H, T, D> where:
•
•

C is a set of 10 football players, presented through their
Name and Photo (therefore, Sch(C)=[TID, Name:text,
Photo:jpeg]). N is “Which are your favorites players?”,
S:Like.
C is a set of 3 restaurants in Brera/Milan, presented through
their photo and address (then, Sch(C)=[TID, Name:text,
Address:coordinates, Photo:jpeg]). N=“choose restaurant
with good meat + good price txs!!!!”. The user issues three
queries: Like, Tag, and Order.
C is a set of 100 students currently listed in a class, presented
through their name and email (then, Sch(C)=[TID,

•

•
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E is the crowd engine or engines to be used in the query.
G is the crowd group that should interact with engine. This
could be: the user’s friends, specific subsets of the user’s
friends, geo-localized people, expert people, workers
selected on a work platform, and so on. We denote as G(E)
the subset of users in G that are accessible through a given
crowd engine E.
H represents constraints in the execution of a query Q; in
particular, it indicates which conditions should hold for a
query to be terminated. For instance, collecting at least K
answers from H different users, or lasting for three minutes.
T is a transformation process, which applies to a query Q and
transforms it into smaller queries Q’ such that answering Q’
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and then combining their results allows answering Q. A
transformation is needed when the query Q is too complex to
be directly proposed to a crowd engine.
D is the set of templates used to present C and express
structured queries for a given crowdsourced query.
Templates are typically targeted to specific crowd engines;
we denote as D(E) the subset of templates that can be
submitted to a given engine E. Templates for displaying C
have a style, e.g. textual, tabular, geo-referenced on a map,
time-referenced on a time line, represented as the points of a
Cartesian space, and so on.

The mapping in the 3 examples above could be as follows:
1.
2.

3.

For the first example: E is Facebook, G are the user’s friends,
H is 3hrs. D and T are not needed.
For the second example: E is Facebook, G are the user’s
friends living in Milano, H is 3 mins, D is geoeferenced (a
small map including the three restaurants with a small
photo), T is not needed.
For the third example: E is a combination of conventional
email and one Google Table. G are the university’s master
students, D is tabular. T is not needed.

Fig. 2. CrowdSearcher architecture overview.
A CSMS could directly interact with communities and crowds
without the mediation of a social platform; we omit to further
discuss this option, which is however included for completeness.

3. MAPPING TO PLATFORMS
The mapping model of Section 2.3 can be deployed in many
ways, due to the variety of the human and social platforms for
interacting with the human responders and of the diversity of the
interfaces that they expose for interaction from outside; in this
Section, we classify and discuss the architectural options.

The adoption of each platform by the user may be subject to an
initialization process. For instance, MechanicalTurk requires the
master user to register and to give proof of being able to cover the
costs of work tasks1; with Facebook, the master user must initially
install an application which authorizes the CSMS platform to
communicate by using the master user’s identity, and so on.

3.1 Architecture overview

3.2 Execution process
The execution of one of a structured query defined in Section 2.1
may be conducted according to several execution strategies, e.g.
including routing and splitting of tasks:

A Crowd Search Management System (CSMS) implements the
queries upon human and social platforms. The system instantiates
query templates by importing information from search systems,
sends queries to the social/crowd platform, gets a collection of
responders involved, and gathers the results. The CSMS acts in
the context provided by a given social/crowd platform user,
denoted as query master, who is instrumental to the
crowdsourcing process, by being responsible (and possibly
covering costs) of tasks which are spawn to the crowd and by
offering friends and colleagues as responders.

•
•

Ultimately, the social/crowd platform must import a query
through a dedicated interface, and this can be achieved by either
embedding the query interface as a new application of the
platform, or directly using the native APIs offered by each
platform, as shown in Fig. 2. In details:
•

•

Task splitting occurs when the collection is too complex
relative to the cognitive capabilities of users or to the
limitations imposed by the social platform.
Task routing occurs when a task can be distributed
according to the values of some attribute of the collection;
for instance, if the structured query is an “Insert” for more
restaurants, the attribute City can be used to route the queries
to specific users living in that same City.

Splitting strategies depend on the specific social platform being
used, although some fundamental problems are independent on
the choice of the platform. They have been studied for join and
sort operations [11] in the context of the Qurk system [5] that
operates upon AmazonTurk, and they have more generally
discussed in the context of work-task splitting [12-14] for that
system. Task routing requires accessing profiles while selecting
crowds. Presence indicators could be used for routing queries to
users of a given physical location.

With an embedded application, it is possible to use the
social/crowd platform for embedding a CSMS-specific client
that directly interacts with the CSMS server. This option is
the most powerful for supporting a description of the initial
collection and of structured queries upon them; however, it
requires users of the platform to install and load the
embedded application. Embedding may occur either just in
the context of the query master or also in the context of the
master’s friends or colleagues.
With the direct use of the external API, the CSMS behaves
as an external application that is directly using the native
features of the social platform for creating queries and
collecting results. This guarantees higher transparency but
forces the query to be expressed sometimes in a less natural
and explicit way.

The concrete steps performed by the CSMS system for defining
the mapping model and executing the queries are shown in Fig. 3:
platform and user selection respectively define the crowd engine
E to be used and the group of users G(E) that will be targeted,
setting at the same time the constraints H on query termination.
Based on these choices and on the input model, the query is
possibly split and routed to groups of users, and then query
1
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In addition, MechanicalTurk constraints job creators to provide a
US address.
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template is generated by choosing among supported templates
D(E).

formulation phase. A single template could be used for several
structured queries, but we expect this option to be rarely used
because the cost for users to reuse templates may be higher than
defining new ones.

The social platform users are then engaged by inviting them to
reply to the question respond with their contribution. Finally,
replies are collected by the CSMS and manipulated for generating
the final output model.

The mapping of Table 1 applies to the templates which use native
APIs of each social platform, while embedded applications (e.g.
MechanicalTurk and Facebook apps) clearly support all features
in a natural way, because the developer can build the template of
the query with the maximum programming freedom (they are
tailor-made web applications). Therefore, we omitted rows for
MechanicalTurk and a Facebook Applications, which would
appear in the table with all entries as native. We also omitted
columns for grouping queries, as they can be achieved only by
embedded applications.
This table is only of indicative nature 2 , as some additional
mappings might be possible by using “hidden” features of the
engines – e.g., that are discovered by composing results in
nontrivial ways; moreover, APIs are in continuous evolution. We
are also considering GoogleTables as a “potential social engine”
for collecting structured queries (in such case, the master user
creates a Google table and invites interactions on the tables
themselves through emails). However, the table shows the large
number of queries that, once modeled through the proposed
input/output model, can be responded by current social engines. In
the next section we consider some specific entries in the table.

Fig. 3. Execution process for CrowdSearch query.

3.3 Mapping Table
Social platforms support the display of a population and the
various structured queries at various degrees. The coverage of the
structured queries by a specific social platform is influenced by
two aspects: the existing interaction paradigms available on the
platform; and the cardinality of the data set upon which the
paradigms are supported (i.e., whether the paradigm can be
enacted on a singleton or on a set). In particular, some structured
queries, e.g. Like, are natively supported by given systems, e.g.
Facebook; other queries, e.g. Rank, can be constructed, however
less “natively”, by counting the number of likes. However, even
the supported interaction paradigms such as the Like may be
oriented to singletons (like in FaceBook, where the like applies to
single posts or comments), instead of sets (like in Doodle, where
the user can select several preferences starting from a list).
Considering these aspects, we have studied how the most popular
social platforms support the structured queries of Section 2.1;
Table 1 shows the result of the study. We classify entries as:
•
•
•

•

Table 1. Mapping of CrowdSearcher structured queries to
social platforms using their APIs.

Native (N), when the structured query is natively supported
by the platform.
Work around (W), when the structured query requires a
workaround which is however still rather intuitive (e.g.,
ranking by counting the number of likes).
Indirect (I), when the structured query requires an indirect
expression which abuses of the platform’s functionality (e.g.
counting dislike by counting the number of likes on a query’s
negation).
Not supported (-), when the structured query is not
supported.

4. EXPLORATORY USER EXPERIENCE
We have developed CrowdSearcher as a CSMS prototype that
combines exploratory search with crowdsearching over social
platforms. The framework currently integrates a Search
Computing (SeCo) application, providing the exploratory search
functionalities, with Facebook and Doodle, providing the social
networking capabilities (integration with LinkedIn and Twitter is
ongoing). We have used API-based solutions for accessing
FaceBook and Doodle, and we have chosen Facebook for
embedding a CrowdSearcher application3.

For every possible combination of social platform and structured
operation listed in Table 1, a CrowdSearcher system can be
configured with a platform-specific template that defines the
query structure. Each template includes the basic elements of the
query, such as the number of inputs, the allowed user interaction,
the structure of the output, and so on. Through the template, the
master user specifies the actual query parameters (textual
question, query population, structured queries, involved platform,
involved community), which are filled in during the query
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The table is a photograph of today’s snapshot over an evolving
world; for instance, we expect that Google+ will soon be added
to this table, as the publication of the system’s API is expected
in short term.

3

Embedding within Mechanical Turk is feasible along the
experience of [4-6], but for crowdsearching we prefer a social
platform to a working environment.
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The application embedded within FaceBook consists of a set of
JSP templates containing the HTML and Javascript implementing
the various query features. API-supported solutions require an
imperative description of the query feature (e.g., create a new post
and then several comments to the post), defined according to
existing APIs primitives; one different template is defined a priori
for every query type and platform. For instance, the Like
operation is concretely implemented in FaceBook by asking a
question and then showing the query population, with each item
associated with the classic FaceBook Like icon and control; in
Doodle, the Like operation is defined by selecting the various
items of the collection via a YES mark.

4.1 Exploratory Query Step
Exploration is enabled through a SeCo user interface where the
user can submit a structured query upon one or more domains and
then can proceed with the exploration and selection of the items
according to the Liquid Query approach described in [9]. Fig. 5
shows an example of the result set generated for the above
scenario, which lists several job and housing offers as obtained
through a past history of exploratory steps. At this point, the user
can further explore by investigating additional domains available
from within the SeCo System, or instead opt for one or more
CrowdSearcher steps, thereby asking for comments, opinions or
suggestions to the crowd, by clicking on the “Ask the crowd”
button. We currently support domain-specific queries, as queries
about combinations are more complex and generally it is better to
split complex crowdsearching tasks into simple tasks [11-13].
Therefore, from within the “atom view” of the SeCo system [10],
the user can invoke the CrowdSearcher application either on Jobs
or on Houses, after selecting some of the items produced by the
system; the selected items are imported within the crowd query
formulation phase.

The framework covers the following phases:
•
•
•
•

Structured query formulation by the exploratory search
system;
Crowd query formulation based on the results of the
preceding exploratory step;
Query submission to the crowd and collection of responses;
Query result computation and rendering to the master user of
the crowd result, seamlessly integrated with the possible
subsequent exploration steps.
Job position
features
(role, location, ...)

Select
Job

Select
house for
rent

Ask opinions
on jobs

Datasource

Datasource

Community

Search
for public
transport

Ask
suggestions on
transport

...

Fig. 5. Exploratory Interaction Results.
Datasource

Community

4.2 Crowd Query Formulation

Fig. 4. CrowdSearcher experimental setting for the scenario
based on exploration of jobs and houses.

The master user then defines a crowd query through the query
template, which is integrated with the SeCo exploratory interface.
The user can immediately see the list of results she selected in the
exploratory interface and can define the textual question and then
enter choices about various options:

For describing the user interaction we define a sample scenario
based on job and house search, as shown in Fig. 4, whose
exploratory part alone was demonstrated at WWW 2011 [10].
The (master) user is searching for job offers and rentals in a given
area. Through the Search Computing system, the user can access
job and house offers which are ranked by job affinity with the
user’s profile, selected by type and cost of rental, and ranked by
distance to each job location; the system presents combinations
and rankings. At this point, the user could decide that she likes to
get advices from either the community of friends who are in the
job marked about the selected job, or from the community of
friends who already live in the area about the rental offices. Such
step requires the interaction with a social source, e.g. LinkedIn for
the former advice and Facebook for the latter advice. After getting
the advices, she may refine the solution, select one job offer and a
few housing offers, and then scouting the transportation options
between each pair, first by using a transportation data source
integrated within the application, and then asking the community,
e.g. about comfort, punctuality, and so on.

•
•
•
•

What: the type of structured query;
Where: the platform of choice;
Who: the people to invite;
When: the duration of the crowdsearching step.

In the current prototype, options are exclusive; each query can be
routed to Facebook or to Doodle, and the Facebook version can
either be native or use an application developed ad hoc; in
Facebook, a query can be routed to random or to selected friends;
it can be more or less “urgent” (the time set by the user is included
in the invitation. At the selected time, CrowdSearcher collects
received results and summarizes them in the Query Result).
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Fig. 6 shows a panel where the user can enter the textual question,
then the structured query (currently just one), then the platform,
the addressed users, and the expiration time of the experiment; the
“crowd” of friends can either be selected randomly among all
users or be enumerated by the master user4.

(a)

Fig. 6. UI of the CrowdSearcher Question Formulation.

4.3 Crowd Query Answering
Based on the query setting, crowds receive an invitation to
contribute their opinions. The way they can reply depends on the
platform the user has chosen for collecting answers. Fig. 7 shows
the currently implemented options in our system. In case (a), the
query is posted on the Facebook’s wall of the master user, and
friends are invited to raise the counts of likes. This is a structured
query with an intuitive, native support; other queries, such as
comment, tag or score, can be easily described by work around
solutions5.

(b)

In case (b), the same query is posted as a Doodle poll, and users
enter their preferences by responding YES to the poll. In case (c),
a Facebook embedded application supports the ordering of the
three jobs.

4.4 Result Computation and Rendering
When the community has responded to a query, the master user
can inspect the query’s result, which is compliant with the output
model of the given query and is automatically exported back to
the exploratory interface of SeCo. Fig. 8 shows that the original
jobs have been augmented with a column “Like”, whose content
includes the counts of “Like” answers collected from the crowd.

(c)
Fig. 7. Crowd Query Answering on alternative platforms:
FaceBook (a), Doodle (b) and Facebook Application (c).

Subsequently, the user can proceed from this state to further
exploration steps and crowd questions.

The system also comprises a dashboard screen, currently
integrated within the SeCo UI, summarizing the status of all the
open questions and respective answers for a user, shown in Fig. 9.
The master user can access the results at any moment through his
dashboard, by clicking on the “Open queries” button on the topright corner of the screen. She can also use the dashboard to return
to the original SeCo search contexts. This allows the management
of intrinsically asynchronous queries such as the crowd ones.

4

The Facebook application can invite a limited number of users in
given time intervals.
5
Counting and adding preferences trough Facebook Questions is
currently not supported by the Facebook Graph APIs.
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Due to the
user aautonomously ddecided to launnch queries). D
Faceboook’s daily per-uuser API interacttion limitations, the average
numberr of allowed invitations perr query was set to 15.
Nonethheless, we believve that the resullts offered below
w provide a
numberr of interestingg observations about the usagge of social
platform
m to perform croowdsearching taasks.
Fig. 100a shows the mean number of answers distinguishing
random
m queries from m
manual queries, and the two plaatforms. The
histograams show that m
manual queries ggot in general m
more answers
than raandom queries, aand that Doodle ggot in general m
more answers
than F
Facebook. The former comparrison is an inddication that
particippation is higheer on friendshipp-related queriees and with
selectedd friends – as it could be expectted. The second comparison
is a connsequence of thee higher latency of queries in Dooodle, which
is also aappreciated on F
Fig. 10b.

Fig. 8. Search Computing
C
UI integrating
i
the CrowdSearcheer
Results for a Like question.

Figure 10b shows hoow answers, orrganized accordding to the
addresssed platform, acccumulate over ttime: Facebook is most the
most efffective solutionn to get answerss within the firsst hour from
the queery submission, but then Dooddle becomes morre effective,
allowinng to retrieve a hhigher number oof answers. Thiss is probably
due too the fact thaat questions posted in Facebbook walls
camoufflage with thee standard infoormation flow, thus soon
becomiing obsolete andd less visible ass new informatioon pushes it
away. Instead, given that Doodle qqueries are pressented with
dedicatted visual widggets, the associiated engagemeent is more
stable, thus inviting peoople keep responnding to invitatioons.

Fig. 9.
9 CrowdSearch
her query dashb
board.

55. EXPERIIMENTS
Inn this section wee present experim
ments that were conducted on our
o
pprototypes; 137 people were inv
volved as master users, mostly in
thhe 18-34 age group. While the initial
i
group of 8 users belongs to
oour research gro
oup, the remain
ning ones weree students in our
o
cclasses or studen
nt’s friends who voluntary
v
offereed to be part of th
he
eexperiment. Eacch of them hass associated the CrowdSearch
her
F
Facebook applicaation6 to the proffile.
W
We defined two
o classes of queries: the formerr were predefineed
aand of a generaal nature, with topics spanning
g from points of
innterests (e.g. resstaurants in the vicinity
v
of Politeecnico), to famous
22011 songs, or to top-quality EU soccer team
ms; these queriies
ppresented collections of items that were retrieeved as result of
ssearch steps, and
d then asked fo
or preferences or
o additions. Eacch
m
master user agreed to activate one or more randomly createed
qquery in the set and
a then routing it to randomly selected
s
friends.

(a)

Inn addition, we asked users to build their own
n crowdsearchin
ng
qqueries, by choo
osing a topic off their interest and by using th
he
qquery specification interface shown in Figure 6; they also selecteed
thhe specific frien
nds to get invollved. We regard
d these queries as
m
manual in contraast to the random
m queries discusssed above.
U
Users built 175 like
l and insert qu
ueries, sending 1536
1
invitations to
fr
friends. 95 questions (~55%) gott at least one ansswer, summing up
u
too a total of 230
0 collected answ
wers (with an inv
vitation-to-answ
wer
ratio of ~15%). The experimen
nt has been perfformed during th
he
ober 2011. Therrefore, the results presented in th
his
laast week of Octo
ssection depend on
o the features and limitations of the Faceboo
ok
aand Doodle plattform as of October 2011, and
d on the level of
innvolvement of our
o users, which
h could be measured (by readin
ng
thhe query results collected on our servers) but no
ot controlled (eacch

6

(b)
Fig.. 10. (a) Averagge Answer-to-Question ratio manual vs
random
m and Faceboook vs Doodle. (b) Temporal prooduction of
ansswers, Faceboook vs Doodle vs aaverage of all aanswers.

Available at: htttps://apps.facebo
ook.com/crowd_
_search/
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Engagiing real people in providing seaarch answers haas obviously
very diifferent performaance depending on the time of thhe day when
the queery is issued. Fiig. 12 shows thhat the best timee for getting
answerrs (and consequeently also the tiime when most queries are
wed by the eveening, while
issued)) is in the late aafternoon, follow
crowdssearch queries hhave very littlee chances to bbe answered
during the night and eaarly morning.
Finallyy, Fig. 13 shows various curvees giving the peercentage of
respondded queries (quueries with at leeast one responsse) for each
produceed answer, clusttering curves byy classes of invittations. E.g.,
the currve correspondinng to 2 invitatiions produces 1 answer in
80% off cases and 2 annswers in 20% oof cases. Curvess show high
variabillity due to the ssmall number off elements for ceertain ranges
of invittations; of coursse the number off answers increaases with the
numberr of invitations. We were surprissed to find somee runs with a
higher number of answ
wers than of innvitations; this ooccurs when
questioons are posted onn Facebook wallls, as people cann proactively
answerr them even if thhey were not inviited to, by simplly looking at
the walll and deciding to comment or like one post/com
mment.

((a)

((b)
Fig. 11. Temporal productio
on of answers: (a)
( manual vs.
g of invitations;; (b) like vs. add
d vs. all queries .
random routing
F
Fig. 11a shows that responding
g times to questions with manu
ual
routing are alwaays and consisttently shorter th
han to randomllyrouted invitation
ns. In other word
ds, at a given tim
me, the number of
received responses to manuallly assigned queestions is alwaays
hhigher than to the
t automatic ones.
o
This is co
onsistent with th
he
aaggregated view of Fig. 10a.

Fig. 113. Percentage oof responded qu
ueries for each produced
aanswer, classifiied by number oof query invitattions.

6. RE
ELATED W
WORK

F
Fig. 11b showss that respondin
ng times to likke and insert are
a
innitially very sim
milar, but then an
nswers to the likke queries becom
me
ppredominant, pro
obably because the
t like query better adapts to th
he
kkind of interactio
on which one exp
pects on Facebook.

Humann computation iss a computationnal paradigm whhere humans
interactt with computters in order tto solve a coomputational
problem
m, usually too hard to be soolved by compuuters alone.
Crowdssourcing is a m
means and a facillitator for achieving human
computtation, but thhe two conceepts are not equivalent:
crowdssourcing focusess on mechanism
ms for collecting information
from thhe masses, whille human compuutation focuses on problem
solvingg. Involving huuman computattion into probllem solving
imposees to address a ccompletely new
w set of problem
ms related to
results quality: bias, sppamming, indepeendence of the w
workers, role
of the ssocial network sttructure.
Severall works have stuudied the impacct of the design dimensions
(cost peer task, numberr of tasks alloweed, and so on) uupon various
metricss on the results (quality of the outcome, time tto response,
numberr of participantss, and so on). T
They all agree thhat cost per
task haas little impact oon the final qualiity, while it has on the time
neededd to obtain it (and participattion in generall) [15, 16].
Optimiization on time ccan be achievedd by studying poossible early
acceptaance/terminationn algorithms.

F
Fig. 12. Daily Distribution
D
of questions
q
and reelated amount of
o
collected
d answers.

Some hheuristics can bbe defined for deeciding how maany workers
are neeeded for every taask [12]. In case of complex taskks, these can
be splitt or associated w
with new microotasks that aim aat validating
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the complex one [13]. Experiments show that the definition of the
process itself can be delegated to the users, with a map-reduce
approach, like in the case of Turkomatic [14]. Unfortunately,
some practical aspects must be considered too: for instance, it has
been shown that workers on Mechanical Turk pick tasks from
“most HITs” or “most recent” queues [17]; and HITs in 3rd page
and after are not picked by workers.
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There are no widespread approaches tackling the problem of
applying human computation to exploratory search scenarios [1].
The most common ways of collaborating in information seeking
tasks are sending emails back and forth, using instant messaging
(e.g Skype) to exchange links and query terms, and using phone
calls while looking at a Web browser [18]. The bottom line is that
current capacity of users to exploit the actual potential of human
computation for exploratory search is still very limited.
The CrowdSearcher approach directly compares with systems,
such as CrowdDB [4], Turk [5], and Snoop [6], who transparently
combine data and human sources. The main aspects of the
comparison were anticipated in Section 2. We recall the main
differences: the three systems all integrate with crowdsourcing
engines (specifically Mechanical Turk) and not with social
networks; they advocate transparent optimization, while we
advocate conscious interaction of the query master; they involve
users in data completion, while we also involve users in other
classical social responses, such as liking, ranking, and tagging.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described CrowdSearcher, a paradigm that
exploits the power of human suggestions and insights for
improving the quality of search results in complex, exploratory
information seeking tasks. Exploiting social platforms for
crowdsearching provides seamless access to broad sets of
responders, at the cost of accepting a constrained interaction
paradigm imposed by each platform – which are increasingly
enhanced and more open. Enhanced platform programmability
from external applications may lead to greater future opportunities
for our approach. Of course, the chances to get good responses
depend a lot on the consistency of the users’ community and on
the mechanisms that are exploited for inviting the users and for
collecting the responses. We already demonstrated the feasibility
of the approach with some prototypes and we quantitatively
evaluated the impact of our ideas; we plan to conduct further
experiment focused on user studies, and specifically on the
adaptation of communities to their new role of responders to
CrowdSearcher-enabled queries. The potential breakthrough of
CrowdSearcher stands in the ambitious attempt of defining an
entirely new, comprehensive formalization of search that involves
human sources. The impact of this work will become more
evident in the future, when online social interactions,
communities, and domain-specific social applications will become
even more widespread, combining an always-connected lifestyle
with an increasing attitude towards sharing knowledge and
participating to online social activities.
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